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Abstract | The discovery and development of novel materials in the field of energy are
essential to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy. Bringing recent
technological innovations in automation, robotics and computer science together
with current approaches in chemistry, materials synthesis and characterization will
act as a catalyst for revolutionizing traditional research and development in both
industry and academia. This Perspective provides a vision for an integrated artificial
intelligence approach towards autonomous materials discovery, which, in our opinion,
will emerge within the next 5 to 10 years. The approach we discuss requires the
integration of the following tools, which have already seen substantial development
to date: high-throughput virtual screening, automated synthesis planning, automated
laboratories and machine learning algorithms. In addition to reducing the time to
deployment of new materials by an order of magnitude, this integrated approach is
expected to lower the cost associated with the initial discovery. Thus, the price of the
final products (for example, solar panels, batteries and electric vehicles) will also
decrease. This in turn will enable industries and governments to meet more ambitious
targets in terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions at a faster pace.
Advanced materials affect most, if not
all, aspects of life today. They are crucial
for technologies ranging from energy
generation, transmission and storage
to water filtration, power electronics,
transportation and aerospace1–6. These areas
all require materials that satisfy increasingly
demanding performance specifications.
Innovation is imperative to reach these goals
and can be stimulated by the development
of novel integrated artificial intelligence
(AI) algorithms and robotics into fully
autonomous platforms.
The timelines for materials discovery,
development and deployment are long, and
the process is capital intensive. Typically,
new materials technologies reach the
market after 10–20 years of basic and
applied research7. Platforms that integrate
AI with automated and robotized synthesis

and characterization have the potential to
accelerate the entire materials discovery and
innovation process to reduce this time by an
order of magnitude.
The transformation of the current
materials discovery pipelines into the
proposed integrated platforms requires
commitment from key players, ranging
from governments and academic research
institutions to large industries and capital
providers8. Knowledge transfer across
different specialized industries represents
a challenge to bring in industry and
private sector players. However, this is not
only a challenge but also an opportunity.
As the discovery processes for advanced
materials accelerate, the potential economic
benefits will grow exponentially. Thus,
private sector stakeholders that join
these efforts early will presumably have a

first-mover advantage; they will have the
know-how to adjust and obtain a larger
share of these growing benefits9.
Building a multidisciplinary
workforce for the discovery, production
and integration of advanced materials
requires efforts and leadership from
academia, governments and industry10–12.
The continuous support of research
and development initiatives, such as the
Materials Genome Initiative13,14, will aid
in the development and deployment of a
discovery workforce that is ready for the
challenges ahead. International coalitions
around particular topics could advance the
agenda and produce results more effectively.
An example of such an international
collaboration is Mission Innovation, a
coalition of 22 countries plus the European
Union that have committed to doubling
their investments in clean energy innovation
by 2021. Mission Innovation focuses on
seven Innovation Challenges: smart grids,
off-grid access to electricity, carbon capture
use and sequestration, sustainable biofuels,
converting sunlight into fuels, clean energy
materials, and affordable heating and cooling
of buildings. The focus in this Perspective
is on the efforts relating to the Clean
Energy Materials Innovation Challenge;
however, accelerating the discovery of high-
performance novel materials is important
for all seven of the Innovation Challenges.
In line with the Paris Agreement, adopted
in December 2015, the aim is to limit the
increase in the global average temperature
to less than 2 °C (REF.15). In this context,
clean energy innovations and disruptive
technological breakthroughs are essential to
meet the reduction targets for greenhouse
gas emissions and even more ambitious
targets in the near future16. The goal of
the Clean Energy Materials Innovation
Challenge is to propel materials discovery
and to develop new high-performance, low-
cost clean energy solutions.
In this Perspective, we provide our vision
for the next generation of integrated AI
approaches towards autonomous materials
discovery. Bridging the gaps between
independent technologies that are essential
to materials discovery and incorporating
them into a single platform will alleviate the
clash that often happens between theory
and experiment.
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First, we briefly discuss advances in
AI and then provide an overview of the
main applications of materials for the clean
energy sector. Next, we explore state-of-the-
art automated procedures for materials
discovery, with a focus on machine learning.
The field of organic materials is the farthest
along in many of the areas required for an
integrated platform, but along the way, we
point out some of the notable advances in
both inorganic materials and nanomaterials.
Finally, we conclude and provide our vision
for the next generation of integrated AI
approaches towards autonomous materials
discovery, which will emerge within the next
5–10 years.

Advances in AI
Scientific discoveries are usually associated
with an insight: the act of intuitively seeing
a phenomenon, which contrasts with
systematic mechanistic learning. This is
despite the fact that most of our discoveries
are based on extensive preliminary studies.
Insight is considered to be an exclusively
human attribute, whereas systematic
exploration is connected with automated
platforms. However, this gap between a
creative and intuitive targeted search and
a systematic exploration continues to
narrow as automated platforms become
increasingly sophisticated and are able to
process more complex information17,18.
In addition to systematic screenings of large
databases and building chemical structures
according to a set of preprogramed rules,
today's platforms can update the rules for
analysing the available information and
even search for more information that helps
them to make specific decisions19. In this
case, it is natural to expect that in the very
near future such platforms will be able to
not only predict the properties of materials
but also test hypotheses by designing
structures and characterizing them,
becoming autonomous.
It has already been demonstrated that
combinatorial optimization procedures
provide faster screening of the molecular
space than traditional approaches based
on intuition20. The pharmaceutical and
chemical industries, as well as academic
research environments, use these
methods for the design of new molecules,
reactions and materials21–26. However,
combinatorial chemical synthesis makes an
exhaustive search of the multidimensional
molecular space out of reach26. As such,
the community needs a more rational
approach for exploration of this large
space; this is where machine learning
comes into play.

The recent progress in machine learning
and statistical inference methods can be
viewed as a revolution in AI. Most machine
learning methods, such as neural networks
and Bayesian optimization, were developed
decades ago but have not found widespread
use until recently27,28. Basic research in AI
continues to be backed by governments,
industry, and public and private research
institutes29. Today, machine learning
methods are behind many commercial
applications, such as Internet searches,
natural language translation, and image and
speech recognition.
Recently, an upgraded version of
AlphaGo, the Go-playing program from
Google, which in part uses deep neural
networks (DNNs) and reinforcement
learning as key algorithms, beat the top
human Go player30. Moreover, its playing
style inspired other Go players. Since
mid-2017, Cisco has used a multilayer
supervised algorithm based on machine
learning to analyse encrypted traffic (that
is, HTTPS). This algorithm helps identify
malware communication through passive
monitoring and yields enhanced incident
responses31. In economics, machine learning
has also started to emerge, notably to predict
economic growth32, to quantify predictive
performance33 and to anticipate customer
behaviour34. While recent progress is making
its mark in non-scientific endeavours, the
application of machine learning in science
and medicine is also emerging: assisting
physicians in interpreting computer-based
medical images, processing biomedical
signals and learning from patient data35–37.
In late 2017, a DNN was successfully shown
to enable the reconstruction of perceptual
and subjective images from the activity of
human brains38.
Within the context of this Perspective,
the application of several machine
learning methods to computational
chemistry has recently bourgeoned39–41.
From the representation of aromaticity
and conjugation in general42 to the
prediction of protein–ligand affinities43,
there is increasing interest in using DNNs
and convolutional neural networks in
a wide range of applications. Hybrid
learning models, which combine
different approaches to leverage their
respective strengths, have shown great
promise. Examples of hybrid learning
models include Bayesian deep learning44,
Bayesian conditional generative
adversarial networks45 and deep Bayesian
optimization46. The latter has been
successfully applied to reverse engineer
chemical reactions to quantitatively

and qualitatively reproduce observed
behaviours46. Machine-learning-based
algorithms have also been intensively used
to bypass expensive static47 and dynamic48–50
ab initio electronic structure calculations.
Although exploration and discovery are
more challenging than interpolation or
optimization for AI, recent algorithmic
developments show substantial promise
for making advances in these areas. To
overcome these challenges of inverse
design in computational chemistry and to
explore the open-ended chemical space,
autoencoders and generative adversarial
networks have emerged as powerful tools
to generate novel molecular structures
with desirable properties tailored to
specific needs51–55. This progress is only
the beginning of the integrated materials
discovery revolution.
The key component of an autonomous
discovery approach lies in the synergy
between machine learning and robotics.
One might ask, “Why are robots better?”
A cursory analysis of humans versus
robots shows some clear advantages for
the latter. First, robots can operate in
more adverse conditions. This can be
seen even outside chemistry; for example,
robots were sent to Mars decades before
humans. For chemistry, this ability can
translate to procedures that are subject
to high temperatures and/or pressures,
toxic solvents and highly exothermic
processes. Robots also excel at providing
unbiased and reproducible routes towards
materials discovery. For example, it was
recently demonstrated that not only do
machine-learning-based algorithms cover
an application space of polyoxometalates
approximately six times larger than a
human approach but they also increase
the accuracy of prediction by a relative
value of 6.9%56. Recently, an autonomous
infrastructure for the optimization of
chemical reaction conditions through
the Deep Reaction Optimizer (DRO), an
algorithm based on deep reinforcement
learning, was reported57. Furthermore,
robots are better at recording reaction
procedures independently of their outcome
and reduce waste by rigorously following
the stoichiometry of the experiments18.
Robots also provide a natural platform for
scaling chemical experiments, reducing
the cost per experiment. In 2009, a
hypothetico-deductive ‘robot scientist’,
named Adam, was developed that could
autonomously perform experiments,
devise hypotheses and design experiments
to validate the hypotheses in the area of
functional genomics58.
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Clean energy generation and storage
To accelerate the transition to a low-carbon
economy, the deployment of clean energy
technologies, along with possibilities for
carbon utilization, storage and capture,
must be implemented59–61. On the one hand,
several commercial entities62–65 are actively
developing technologies to capture and
possibly convert CO2 into fuels or feedstock
chemicals at emissions sources. On the other
hand, valorization of CO2 to chemical energy
carriers is key to the realization of a low-
carbon economy66–68. However, valorization
is unlikely to outpace CO2 emissions from
our current global demand for energy in
the near term, and thus the aforementioned
multifaceted approach, which includes the
development of advanced materials for
energy conversion and storage, is a necessity.
Below, we outline five types of clean
energy technology — catalysis, photovoltaics
(PVs), thermoelectrics, energy-efficient
materials and energy storage solutions
(Fig. 1) — and the relevance of automated
materials discovery in these areas.
Catalysis
The chemical industry is among the largest
consumers of energy, accounting for roughly
15% of the total US energy consumption69.
Alternative technologies that produce
chemicals and fuels from renewable
feedstocks could greatly mitigate emissions
and may enable continued use of our
existing energy consumption infrastructure.
The key materials science need in this

domain is in the development of catalysts
and chemical processes that can convert
earth-abundant molecules into fuels and
chemicals with costs comparable to those
of fossil fuels. The difficulty of breaking
and reforming chemical bonds in these
relatively inert feedstocks, such as CO2, H2O
and N2, makes achieving this goal a sizeable
challenge.
Recent efforts have demonstrated that
routes towards the valorization of CO2
exist70–75. In May 2017, the world's first
commercial plant, built by Climeworks, for
capturing CO2 directly from air opened in
Zürich, Switzerland76 (Fig. 1a). Valorization
processes are highly dependent on catalysis
and often use expensive or scarce metals,
such as Pt, as catalysts, which prohibits
notable scale up. In response to these
shortcomings, high-throughput materials
screening77,78 that couples theory and
experiment has been used to discover earth-
abundant materials, including MoS2 and
NiGa alloys for electrocatalytic H2 evolution
and for CH3OH synthesis from CO2,
respectively79,80. Ultimately, these limitations
on both cost and catalytic efficiency require
considerable advances in our ability to
conceive and synthesize nanostructured
materials81.
To address these challenges, machine
learning and automation are increasingly
being used to refine the theoretical
approach to materials discovery. Bayesian
optimization, for example, has emerged as a
powerful tool for the rapid characterization
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Fig. 1 | Examples of clean energy generation and storage technologies. a | The world’s first commercial plant for CO2 capture, Zürich, Switzerland76. b | First demonstration of the integration of dye-
sensitized solar cells into a building façade, SwissTech Convention Center, Switzerland288. c | Scheme of
a thermoelectric device289. d | Schematic representation of electrochromic windows290. e | Vanadium flow
(V-flow) batteries produced by UniEnergy Technologies in South Africa291. Panel a is reproduced with
permission from Climeworks. Panel b is reproduced with permission from Solaronix. Panel c is adapted
from C.M. Cullen, CC-BY-2.5. Panel e is used with the permission of UniEnergy Technologies, LLC.

of catalytic surfaces82–84. Genetic algorithms
have also shown promise in accelerating
compositional searches for catalysts for the
synthesis of CH3OH (REF.85) and structural
optimization of catalytic clusters on support
materials86. Modelling complex reaction
mechanisms on surfaces may be greatly
facilitated using techniques from machine
learning to recognize the most relevant
reaction pathways to sample for a given
material83. In addition, machine-learned
interatomic potentials, such as those in
the smooth overlap of atomic positions
(SOAP) framework87, may prove useful
for investigating reaction dynamics,
nanoparticle formation, surface equilibria
and other catalytic phenomena on larger
length scales for which quantum chemical
methods are currently intractable88.
One major obstacle to realizing a more
fully integrated and autonomous system of
catalyst discovery is the lack of a robust and
community-wide framework of informatics
with respect to data related to surface
characterization and reactivity. Simulation
and experimental data on catalytic activity,
adsorption energy and surface energy are
inherently more complex than the data
for many other models of computational
materials science (including elements such as
faceting, reconstructions, molecular degrees
of freedom and solvation). As a result,
the community-wide approach is often
ad hoc and tailored too narrowly to specific
chemistries to be broadly generalized.
High-throughput approaches are beginning
to be developed84, but the computational
cost of collecting larger data sets often
necessitates strict structural or mechanistic
assumptions about either the investigated
materials or the catalytic cycle89,90. A more
unified approach that enables researchers
to contribute data to a community-wide
database might make efforts to use machine
learning and automation more viable.
Such efforts have begun, for example, with
the community databases CatApp91 and
crystalium92, but substantial improvements
to data infrastructure in catalysis are likely
necessary to fully realize the potential of
AI to accelerate the discovery of useful
catalysts93.
Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics (PVs) have experienced
tremendous growth in electricity generation
in the past decade owing to a dramatic
reduction in costs over the past 5 years94,
leading to their integration into many
parts of society, including building façades
(Fig. 1b). Today, PVs are the least expensive
technology to use as the energy source
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for newly built power stations in many
countries. However, the scale up of current
PV technology is fairly slow and expensive
and requires enormous financial investments
into manufacturing facilities. Thus, PVs
remain far from providing a sufficient
fraction of today's total energy demand.
There is therefore much scope to develop
materials for a PV technology with improved
scalability to guarantee a sustainable and
continuous growth rate of the worldwide PV
production95. One of the main challenges in
developing novel PV materials is the time
to market. The uptake of PV technology
is driven by efficiency, lifetime and costs,
and the complexity of fulfilling all three
parameters in parallel considerably delays
the market implementation of technologies.
On average, it takes 25–35 years from
the first report before a novel material
is manufactured in relevant volume for
commercial application.
New research initiatives need to focus
on technology breakthroughs rather than
on small incremental power conversion
improvements. Radically new concepts
for novel materials and processes need
to address several important aspects
of PV panels. These include increasing
power conversion efficiencies beyond
the Shockley–Queisser limit, suppressing
materials degradation under harsh
conditions and improving recyclability of
the cells. The environmental effects and
costs of manufacturing, installation and
maintenance also need to be considered.
All these parameters are heavily dependent
on the physical properties of the active
and supportive materials, as well as the
interfaces between the materials in a PV
device, making the optimization of existing
materials and the development of novel
materials a highly complex and challenging
mission. There are a number of exciting
new materials concepts that may succeed
the existing Si technology that currently
dominates the PV market94. Solution-
processed technologies, such as organometal
halide perovskites96–99 and organic PVs
(OPVs)100–105, are highly attractive owing
to their reasonably high performances (in
terms of power conversion efficiencies)
of 22% and 14%, respectively, as well as
their uniquely low-cost production by low-
temperature printing and coating methods.
Further enhancing the performance and
especially the environmental stability
of OPVs requires the invention of novel
material classes and innovative concepts
based on additives that provide enhanced
stability against oxidation and photo-
oxidation106. The targeted design and

synthesis of stable interface layers require
the development of new types of doping
procedures, with corresponding new types
of dopants, that are less expensive than
the vacuum-based procedures currently
used. Solution-processed barrier materials
with high crystallinity and low oxygen and
water-vapour transmission rates need to be
invented, as thin-film vacuum packaging
might not be compatible with the future
cost structure of PVs. The successful
development of these aspects would position
OPVs as a highly competitive technology
for markets that are tailored to their unique
strengths, such as building-integrated PVs or
non-grid-connected PVs107–109.
New materials for PVs could be
investigated more quickly using a
combination of machine-learning-driven
electronic structure calculations. Recently,
such a method was used to predict Flory–
Huggins parameters for PV materials110.
Furthermore, the combinatorial screening
of polymer:fullerene blends as inks for PVs
was demonstrated on a customized inkjet
platform111. Also encouraging was a recent
report on the automated high-throughput
synthesis and characterization of novel
organometal halide perovskites for PVs112.
The transfer of a rapid precipitation-based
synthesis process to a high-throughput
platform enabled microcrystalline
semiconductors to be synthesized within
seconds. By scanning several hundreds of
compositions, the optimal stoichiometry
with the best efficiency and stability was
identified. We believe that these findings lay
the foundations for the design of the next
generation of composites that combine high
efficiency with excellent stability.
Thermoelectrics
Vast amounts of excess heat are generated
daily, worldwide. According to a Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory energy-
flow analysis, more than 66% of generated
energy is lost, much of it as waste heat113.
One solution is to harness the current
levels of industrial waste heat for use in
thermoelectric devices (Fig. 1c), that is, to
convert heat into electricity. Although there
has been an increase in the performance
of thermoelectric materials in the past
decade, continued improvements are still
needed for devices to be viable for waste
heat recovery114. Finding materials with high
thermoelectric performance, as measured
by the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT), is
challenging because of the interdependence
of the electrical conductivity, the Seebeck
coefficient (or thermoelectric sensitivity)
and the electronic thermal conductivity.

The highest performance bulk inorganic
materials have a ZT ≈ 2, which corresponds
to 15–20% heat into electricity conversion115.
These high-performance inorganic materials
often contain rare-earth elements, making
the devices cost prohibitive for wide-
scale deployment. However, the advent of
robust first-principles methods and high-
performance computing resources has
opened up the way for in silico materials
design. For example, novel inorganic
thermoelectric materials have recently
been designed using a combination
of high-throughput first-principles
calculations and data-mined substitution
rules116–120. There are also ongoing efforts
to identify alternative inorganics116,120 or
materials composed of more abundant
organics. Currently, the maximum ZT
for organic materials has reached only
about one-quarter of the ZT of the best
inorganic materials121. However, organic122,
metal–organic123 and hybrid materials
offer different pathways to optimize ZT
(especially around room temperature) and
may lead to device geometries that were
not previously possible with inorganic
counterparts. Accelerated discovery in
this field is necessary for the development of
new inexpensive materials with a high
ZT that are scalable in terms of both
materials availability and manufacturing.
This is imperative in order for
thermoelectric devices to become
commercially viable and suitable for
large-scale deployment.
Energy-efficient materials
Reducing energy consumption in the
residential and commercial building
sectors is a major factor in the transition
to a low-carbon economy. In 2010, these
sectors contributed to about 30% of all
energy-related CO2 emissions124. Within
these sectors, there are many opportunities
for novel materials that enable key
innovations, such as smart windows (Fig. 1d)
or sophisticated cooling strategies based on
phase-change materials125–127, to contribute
to a reduction in energy consumption. For
example, phase-change materials can be
incorporated into a concrete matrix
(so-called Thermocrete)127 that stores excess
heat during the day and releases it during
cool nights. By contrast, super-insulating
materials, such as tailored aerogels128–130 or
nanoscale engineered foams131, could pave
the way to energy-efficient, passive houses.
Smart windows132–135 allow for active control
of the transmittance of infrared radiation
while remaining transparent. These windows
are estimated to yield a reduction in the
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energy demand of up to 40% compared with
traditional static windows136.
Electrochromic materials have a long
history, and various material classes,
such as viologens (both in solution or
as polymer films)137–140 and conjugated
conducting polymers141–143, have
been extensively studied. For a more
comprehensive overview, we refer the
interested reader to refs144,145 and the
references therein. Recently, metal–organic
frameworks (MOFs) have emerged as
promising candidates for electrochromic
materials146–150. For example, when
MOF-74 was functionalized with redox-
active naphthalene diimide ligands,
the material exhibited fast switching
from transparent to dark148. The major
advantage of MOFs lies in the tunability
of their material properties, for example,
by adding linkers or through post-
synthetic modifications. This flexibility
makes MOFs extremely versatile but calls
for efficient tools to scan the accessible
chemical space of MOFs efficiently.
Virtual computational screening, genetic
algorithms and machine learning models
have started to be successfully applied
to predict and optimize properties of
MOFs151–155. For example, a data set
comprising 130,398 MOFs154 was used to
train various machine learning models,
such as random forest and support vector
machines. These models yielded accurate
predictions of CH4 adsorption capacities
with errors reported to be as low as 7.18%
for cross-validation155. Although previous
works have focused mainly on the virtual
screening of MOFs for gas storage, we note
that the developed tools can, in principle,
be transferred to other contexts, such as
electrochromic devices.
There are a few commercial
electrochromic products available, but
broader adoption requires additional
research efforts to address challenges such
as durability, performance and switching
time, which in many ways are parallel to the
problems outlined above for PVs.
Energy storage solutions
Many renewable energy generation
technologies are intermittent in nature, and
thus the development of robust, reliable
and efficient energy storage technologies
is central to large-scale deployment and
market penetration. This area of research
has attracted intense attention and has
spawned over a dozen new technologies,
with each catering to a different application
based on requirements such as power
and total storage capacity1. The state of

research in energy storage technologies
can be roughly divided into two different
categories: the first contains technologies
that present mostly engineering challenges
at this point (for example, compressed
air or pumped hydro) and the second
is composed of technologies that could
be revolutionized by a fundamental
breakthrough in materials development.
This latter category includes, for example,
metal batteries156, flow batteries157 and
supercapacitors158. The Li-ion battery,
with its ubiquitous presence in modern
society, is probably the best-known energy
storage technology. Research in post-Li-ion
batteries has been active over the past
decades156,159,160, but many technologies with
positive results in laboratory tests have not
yet been commercialized. The same layered
electrode materials that were discovered
decades ago for use in Li-ion batteries are
still the workhorses of the industry; most
of the improvements have been achieved
by engineering the cell and fine-tuning
the materials chemistry. Nevertheless, the
ability to rapidly calculate and data-mine
structure–function correlations has had
an impact on the research of novel energy
storage materials. For example, new classes
of phosphate and carbonophosphate
Li-ion cathodes were generated as ‘virtual’
compounds by substituting ions in known
compounds from the Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database, using a data-mined
model161, to form new possible compounds
containing Li, P, O and a redox-active
metal. The properties (for example, voltage,
capacity, stability and safety) of the resulting
candidate compounds were then evaluated
by first-principles calculations, and as a
result, new materials were synthesized
and characterized on the basis of these
calculations162,163. Machine learning and
data-mining-assisted methods, such as
those used for multi-battery systems
optimization, state-of-charge monitoring,
remaining-useful-life prognostics and smart
load balancing, also offer great promise for
maximizing the utilization and cycle life of
Li-ion cells164–167.
Redox-flow batteries, despite exhibiting
relatively low energy density, offer a
promising solution for grid-based energy
storage because their power output
and energy capacity can be engineered
independently of each other and because
they use electrolytes that, in principle, can
last much longer than those used in Li-ion
batteries. Vanadium flow batteries (Fig. 1e)
have greatly improved since their invention
in the 1970s but are fundamentally limited
by the rarity of vanadium168. Recent research

in the flow-battery community has involved
trying to replace the standard vanadium
pair of electrolytes with less-expensive
electrolytes, but no pair of molecules has
been discovered to date that has all the
necessary properties168–173. Supercapacitors
have promise as potential storage
solutions for high-power, short-duration
applications158. Recent developments in
supercapacitors have focused on a variety
of materials for both the electrode (ranging
from graphene and carbon nanotubes to
metal oxides) and the electrolyte material.
All these storage solutions could
experience further materials development in
the near future. Given the molecular nature
of many of these materials, the machine-
learning-driven structure–property
relationship methods outlined above could
be applied to drive research forward even in
the short term.

The closed-loop approach
Although an integrated, or closed-loop,
approach for materials discovery has yet to
be demonstrated, there has been sufficient
progress in designing the individual,
mandatory components. The workflow
of a closed-loop approach (Fig. 2) begins
with identifying an appropriate application
space within all of chemical space for the
problem at hand; this corresponds to library
generation. Next, the application space
is narrowed to a set of promising leads,
using various levels of theory. There is a
first feedback loop at this stage, and on the
basis of the identified promising leads, the
application space is adapted for the next
step. From the promising leads, the reaction
space, which is defined as the subspace of
synthesizable molecules, is generated by the
automated synthetic planning of reaction
pathways. If there are no known methods
found, then the rules for generating the
library are updated through another
feedback loop to overcome the existing
constraints. The reaction space is then
narrowed to the robotics space by evaluating
the synthesizability of candidate molecules
subject to the hardware constraints of the
robotics solution. This robotics space is
then subject to testing using automated
synthesis and characterization, and the
performance here feeds back directly into
both the current robotics space and library
generation, which is the beginning of the
loop. The feedback loops between the
outlined steps are the key characteristics of
the approach that differentiate AI materials
discovery machinery from the standard
high-throughput processes already widely
adopted by industry.
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Fig. 2 | Workflow of a closed-loop approach to autonomous materials discovery. The procedure
begins with identifying an application space of candidates for a given problem. The promising leads
from this library are identified, potentially through computational screening, and are further narrowed
by identifying the synthetically accessible molecules. Finally, the constraints of available robotics systems are taken into consideration before starting automated synthesis and characterization. Feedback
from in situ experimentation is used to adjust the model, building the application space for the next
iteration of this loop. Other feedback mechanisms at various stages of the loop aid in ensuring the
candidates are compatible with all stages of the loop and reduce trial and error in the long term.

Virtual screening
High-throughput virtual screening (Fig. 3)
already has a major role in the rational
discovery of new functional materials,
even without the automation of the other
processes174,175. Organic materials problems,
in particular, are highly amenable to
high-throughput computation owing to
the following three effects: first, organic
materials are part of a very large chemical
space; second, they have a large, robust set
of descriptors; and finally, their performance
can be reflected in a single descriptor.
For example, reduction potentials can be
computed from the energies of two different
molecular states of charge, and the energy
of a molecule is a thermodynamic quantity
that electronic structure methods excel at
computing. Similarly, for solar cells and
organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),
the key properties of the molecules are
their frontier molecular orbital energies
and the characteristics of their excited
states, respectively.
We illustrate the current role of high-
throughput virtual screening in organic
materials discovery by reviewing three
recent cases: OPVs176,177, electrolytes for
organic redox-flow batteries168,170,178 and blue
OLEDs179. These studies all involved the
generation of molecular libraries containing
on the order of 106 molecules built out of

‘building blocks’ and showed that virtual
screening can reduce the number of viable
candidates to the range of tens to hundreds.
In each of these cases, collaboration with
experimental groups has been essential to
maximizing the return of high-throughput
virtual-screening applications. For the
Clean Energy Project for the discovery of
OPVs176, the initial fragments that were
used to generate the combinatorial library
were recommended by the Bao group at
Stanford University180 (‘human intuition’
and ‘library generation’ blocks, Fig. 3).
In the organic redox-flow-battery high-
throughput virtual-screening studies, the
decision to initially study quinones and to
later study alloxazines was based on insight
from synthetic organic chemists well versed
in electrochemistry and the roles of these
motifs in biological electron transport168,170.
For the virtual screening of OLEDs, theorists
received feedback from experimentalists
by iterating through multiple batches of
molecules, which often had some common
attributes, for example, the backbone. The
experimentalists voted on these molecules
through an online voting system, and the
best scoring and worst scoring molecules
were then used to motivate the next
generation of molecules to be screened. In
each of these cases, experimental data were
crucial for theorists to be able to calibrate

their models (this corresponds to the
‘generate new molecules based on feedback’
loop, Fig. 3). In the general case, some of the
data can be obtained from the literature,
but new types of materials may also require
some new experiments to help with
calibration (this corresponds to the ‘model
training and calibration’ feedback loop,
Fig. 3). It is important to note that the use
of negative data collection is as important
as positive feedback in training machine
learning models181.
High-throughput computational
methods have also been successfully applied
to inorganic materials182–185. The Materials
Project182, AFLOW186 and the Open
Quantum Materials Database184 are leading
examples of high-throughput databases of
inorganic materials computed with density
functional theory (DFT). These databases
have enabled a large number of screening
studies (the ‘computational pipeline’ block,
Fig. 3) targeting the discovery of functional
materials in applications ranging from
batteries187–190 and thermoelectrics117,191 to
catalysis89,192. These databases contain nearly
all known inorganic crystalline compounds
as well as a large number of hypothetical
materials that span structural and chemical
spaces unexplored by experiments. Current
strategies that use such databases in the
virtual screening of inorganic materials
often start with the filtering of an initial
large pool of candidate materials based
on necessary conditions pertaining to the
target application (for example, certain
structural, thermodynamic and electronic
requirements) to obtain a short-list of the
most promising candidates.
Often, promising is not well defined,
and multiple figures of merit193 or selection
rules194 are used to grade potential
performance. These criteria are grounded
in fundamental properties, such as the
bandgap, bulk modulus or defect formation
energy — all of which can be calculated
using off-the-shelf codes but at much higher
computational costs than those of molecular
systems. Further criteria that describe the
viability of synthesis for a given material
in select growth methods are beginning
to emerge195, whereas discernibility in
characterization methodologies remains to
be tackled. Taking the ease of synthesis into
account in a materials screening approach
enables optimization that is centred on
not only how capable a potential material
is but also how achievable and scalable its
synthesis will be. Although collaborations
may involve experimentalists who synthesize
and evaluate the top candidates196,197,
it is not uncommon that the results of
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Generative models

Human intuition

Library
generation

Optimization

Priority
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Computational
pipeline

Experiment

Model
training
Discriminative
models

Model training and calibration

Generate new molecules based on feedback

Fig. 3 | State-of-the-art virtual screening: from human intuition to experimental verification. The
central path (in grey boxes) depicts the key stages in current implementations of the high-throughput
virtual screening process. Initial libraries, or application spaces, are narrowed to a scale that can be
subjected to a computational pipeline. This pipeline usually comprises quantum chemistry simulations,
and the most promising candidates from this pipeline are experimentally tested. Recently, machine
learning methods have been incorporated in the screening process at various levels (in red boxes).
These include discriminative models to aid in both calibrating the computational pipeline and priority
selection. In addition, generative models, used in conjunction with optimization and reinforcement
learning, can propose candidates for experiment, obviating the need for combinatorial libraries.

virtual screening are disseminated to
the community as recommendations for
further experimental testing. Without
strongly interrelated metrics, it is difficult
to integrate experimental information on
complex design criteria, such as cost and
performance, within multicomponent
applications across the energy materials
landscape. This is also a key limitation in
incorporating AI into the search process
and optimizing compound properties
rather than fundamental single structure
properties, which are easy to calculate but
often not representative of the end system
owing to spatial and temporal scaling.
Recently, high-throughput virtual
screening has become more integrated
with machine learning processes. There
are two avenues through which this has
happened. First, machine learning regression
algorithms can be used to calibrate
theoretical models against experimental
data in a more robust way than what can
be achieved with simple linear regressions.
Using methods of cheminformatics, such
as molecular fingerprints and integrating
with a Gaussian process, better fits can
be obtained for calibration of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energies198. Machine learning
has also aided in the down selection of the
initial candidates in the search for blue
OLEDs. From an initial library with more
than 1 million candidates, preliminary
calculations on a subset of about 40,000
molecules enabled a neural network
model (a discriminative model, Fig. 3) of
thermally assisted delayed fluorescence
rates (a key figure of merit) to be built179.
This meant that only about one-quarter

of the full library was subjected to a full
suite of more computationally expensive
DFT calculations (‘priority selection’ block,
Fig. 3). Machine learning and informatics
techniques have also become one of the
pillars for the computational discovery of
inorganic materials, but progress in more
representative descriptors and fingerprints
for periodic crystals is essential for their
more effective integration with virtual-
screening strategies118,199.
Other recent advances in machine
learning have clear applications in high-
throughput virtual screening. Studies of this
type in the field of computational chemistry
and materials are emerging on a daily basis.
Many of these applications promise to
accelerate virtual screening processes. For
example, there is recent work that shows
that deep learning is capable of obtaining
DFT-accurate force fields that have the
computational cost of classical force-field
models (ANI-1)40. Such an advance may
accelerate virtual screening procedures that
would otherwise require the use of ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations.
In the past year, there have been
substantial developments in generative
models for chemistry51–55,200–202, which may
change the way new molecules and materials
are discovered. These models eliminate
hand-coded combinatorial and rule-based
generation of libraries for virtual screening.
This is required because if the enumeration
of molecules was pursued, the libraries
for certain applications would become
too large for even searching and hence
also for the prediction of properties. New
generative models could be used to generate
focused, smaller virtual libraries that have
shifted property distributions tailored

for targets200,203 (Fig. 3). More importantly,
these models can be used for inverse
design (for example, inverse quantitative
structure–activity relationship (QSAR))
by optimizing properties within the latent
space and decoding back to molecules (see
the linkage between ‘generative models’
and ‘optimization’, Fig. 3)51. Currently,
most generative models use the simplified
molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES;
a text representation) as input, which
does not have the ability to represent
metal complexes, periodic materials or
3D geometry-dependent properties. In the
near future, we expect to see more models
that directly leverage molecular graphs and
electron densities using the latest advances
in generative model developments from
other domains.
Virtual screening could add a step in the
virtuous cycle described above by including
the metric-driven modification of models
used in relating input parameters to optimize
target properties. One desired property that
could be searched for is economic viability,
for example, in the case of thermoelectric
materials that can harvest electricity from
heat flow or vice versa. However, the
application of machine learning techniques
to improve or even estimate production
costs is still lacking.
Property optimization has been explored
through the fitness landscape concept,
which involves input–output mapping of
the values of the variables used in modelling
or designing candidate molecules to the
value of the resultant objective property204.
The OptiChem theorem has been presented
as an explanation of the observed success
of optimization in materials science
with various combinations of objective
parameters and experimental variables205,206.
Overall, high-throughput virtual
screening has matured to the point
that it is a valuable tool in accelerating
materials discovery, but its utility could
be greatly enhanced by integrating its
methodologies more closely with automated
experimental exploration and feedback of
the molecules and materials that it proposes
for development.
Autonomous synthesis planning
Synthesis planning for inorganic materials.
Synthesis planning for bulk inorganic
materials is still in its infancy relative to
molecular and organic systems. Although
centuries of metallurgy and ceramography
have yielded substantial insight into synthesis
and processing, most of this understanding
is still empirical. Predictive synthesis has
relied on translating empirical concepts
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into computable analogues that are centred
on finding local and global minima of
parameterized free energies207,208. For example,
phase diagrams depict thermodynamic
stability as a function of external constraints
and can be constructed using convex hull
methods on computed formation energies209.
Legendre transformations convert formation
energies into other forms relevant to
different areas of synthetic science, including
Pourbaix diagrams210 for aqueous stability
and Ellingham diagrams211 for stability in
oxygen-rich environments. Such phase
diagrams represent different parametric
slices of the global free-energy space. Free
energies themselves can be computed
from first principles or semi-empirical
fits, such as those used by the CALPHAD
community212, to understand and improve
metallurgical systems.
Real-world materials, however, contain
both chemical and structural heterogeneities
that are often closely linked with the
dynamics of synthesis. The nucleation and
growth of grain boundaries, dislocations,
defects, segregations and many other
features may completely redefine the
properties of the material relative to the
simple crystalline bulk phase213. Although
these phenomena are becoming more
tractable214–216 in theoretical simulations,
predictive modelling to control any of these
macroscopic features is still very difficult
and is typically restricted to select high-value
systems. Therefore, notable advances in both
theoretical approaches and the aggregation
of experimental data with respect to these
properties will likely be necessary to fully
realize the power of AI and machine
learning tools for inorganic materials
synthesis prediction.
The formation and reformation of
crystalline phases are often not as simple as
the intermediates and transition states in
organic synthesis. However, the key concepts
that are needed to model these transitions,
including diffusion217 and structural
deformation218,219, are gaining increasing
attention from the theoretical community. In
addition, new approaches to understanding
metastability enable the energetic upper-
bound of phase transitions between material
polymorphs to be estimated220, and a
growing body of classical force-field data221
might be leveraged to approximate kinetics
in a similar way.
Synthesis planning for organic molecules.
Modern virtual high-throughput screening
of organic molecules joins combinatorial
or generative models together with in silico
predictions and cheminformatics to facilitate

the efficient and targeted exploration of
chemical space51,198. As the best-performing
candidates are not guaranteed to be the most
feasible for actual synthesis, typically, human
experts must select the most promising
candidates and invest substantial amounts
of time in synthesis planning and device
fabrication. Thus, automating the prediction
of chemical synthesis is one of the central
pillars in a fully autonomous search for high-
performance materials discovery. Below, we
review traditional rule-based expert systems
suited for retrosynthesis as well as more
recent developments in machine learning
approaches to predict reaction outcomes222.
Computer-aided synthesis planning has
existed for more than 40 years, dating back
to the formalization of retrosynthesis in
the seminal work by Corey223. The strategy
of retrosynthesis is to leverage accessible
chemical reactions to trace the target
molecule back to commercially available
or simpler to synthesize starting materials.
Formally, the reaction network of products
that are linked to substrates via reactions can
be represented as a bipartite graph. Synthesis
planning is thereby reduced to a search
of possible routes that connect the target
molecule to suitable substrates. Depending
on the depth of the search — that is, the
number of reaction steps — there is typically
a large set of potential synthetic routes.
Therefore, autonomous retrosynthesis
requires the implementation of search
strategies to avoid a combinatorial explosion
of possibilities. Heuristics are introduced
to rank the different synthetic routes on the
basis of specific criteria, such as the cost of
the substrates or number of synthetic steps.
Corey and Wipke presented the first
computer-aided synthesis design software,
called Organic Chemical Simulation of
Synthesis (OCSS)224, in 1969. This was
quickly followed by LHASA225,226, which
implements search strategies based on
functional groups or structural features
to find the most reasonable synthetic
route. Various computer-aided programs
were implemented until the late 1990s,
such as CAMEO227, EROS228, SOPHIA229
and SYNCHEM230, which all depend on
expert rules that needed to be hand-coded
and required substantial human effort.
Therefore, the mapped chemical space was
quite small, and the early software packages
were of limited value for expert chemists.
Advances in computational resources
and computer science, as well as accessible
databases containing large numbers
of known reactions and molecules
(for example, Reaxys, InfoChem and
ChemPlanner), have led to a breakthrough

in automated synthesis planning. Thus,
several commercial products are now
available231. Their specific implementations
differ, but the general concept is very
similar. Typically, databases are scanned and
reaction rules are extracted automatically232,
followed by unsupervised learning to cluster
similar reactions into groups, which finally
allows for rule generalization.
Automated rule extraction begins with
identifying the reaction core, which is
determined by the atoms involved in bond
formation or breaking during the reaction.
As reactions are significantly influenced
by the chemical environment, it is of
importance to extend the reaction core to
include neighbouring atoms or functional
groups to encode structural information233.
The drawbacks of the current approaches
are the inability to properly account for
chemical context and the stereochemistry
or regiochemistry of a reaction. Therefore,
rule curation becomes indispensable and
can be done by either verifying the extracted
reaction templates against known databases
(for example, the Beilstein database) or
through manual correction by expert
chemists. For example, the retrosynthesis
module of Chematica234, Syntaurus, contains
20,000 manually coded rules that were
implemented by expert organic chemists.
The extracted rules together with the
substrates form a large reaction network.
Typically, breadth-first search-like
algorithms are used to expand possible
synthetic routes233,235. The Syntaurus package
implements an elegant algorithm that
simultaneously explores potential synthetic
routes and uses scoring functions to estimate
the value of the current synthetic position.
The latter allows the search algorithm to
make more informed decisions about which
synthetic pathways will be expanded and
which ones are considered inefficient and
thus will be terminated. The search along
a certain reaction pathway is continued
only as long as it minimizes a predefined
cost function.
Although rule-based expert systems
have made a considerable leap forward in
recent years, they suffer from their inability
to fully include chemical context. Therefore,
manual rule curation is required, and
reaction templates need to be augmented by
additional information, which involves the
time-consuming manual encoding of explicit
lists specifying protected or incompatible
functional groups. Additionally, the
prediction of unknown reactions outside the
chemical space from which the rules were
extracted is a major challenge for rule-based
expert systems.
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The shortcomings of rule-based expert
systems have provoked the idea to leverage
AI approaches to reaction prediction236
(Fig. 4). Several recent studies237–239 have
involved training neural networks as a
classifier to predict reaction outcomes
on a database of known reactions. For
example, the reaction outcomes for 16
simple reactions of alkene and alkyl
halides were successfully predicted
using this approach237. Once trained,
a neural network provides a ranking
of potential reaction outcomes for a
specific set of reaction rules and suitable
chemical descriptors, such as neural240
or Morgan fingerprints (implemented
in cheminformatics software, such as
RDKit). The capability of these neural-
network-based reaction prediction
algorithms is determined by the quality
and size of the chemical space that is
represented by the underlying database.
To be able to predict outcomes for a wide
range of chemical reactions, it is necessary
to use a large and diverse database in
training. In one study, millions of reactions
were taken from the Reaxys database to
train a neural network238. For a set of 8,720
automatically extracted reaction templates,
the highway network returned the correct
result in 78% of the specified test cases, and
in 98% of the cases, the network ranked
the correct reaction within its top ten
suggestions. Similarly, reaction templates
taken from granted US patents were
applied to a set of reactants, generating a
pool of plausible products239.
One of the greatest challenges for
machine learning approaches lies in the

unavailability of failed reaction data, as
publications are heavily biased towards
positive results. However, similar to humans,
learning from failure is a key component
of machine learning chemical reactions241.
In the context of materials discovery,
information gained from unsuccessful
reactions was demonstrated to be crucial
for predicting reaction outcomes for the
crystallization of templated vanadium
selenites181. In this study, a vast number of
unreported failed reactions were extracted
from laboratory notebooks and leveraged a
support vector machine model to establish a
reverse-derived decision tree. The decision
tree provided simple guidelines that helped
chemists in decision making during a
synthesis process.
In tandem with automated rule-based
synthesis planning, machine-learning-based
rankings of most likely reaction outcomes
facilitate a faster and more targeted planning
of synthetic routes. Such a combined
approach could pave the way for next-
generation synthesis planning software
and would be of particular relevance
for planning new reaction pathways for
novel products. Reaction prediction could
be applied to rule out unviable reaction
pathways as well as to display a ranking of
the most realistic routes for actual synthesis.
For molecules that have no predicted
synthetic routes, feedback should be given to
the virtual-screening system (Fig. 2).
Once a synthesis tree is generated by the
autonomous synthesis planning module
(Fig. 4), the instructions need to be translated
into a machine-readable language to start
the reactions along the synthesis loop.
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Automated chemical synthesis
High-throughput chemistry, often referred
to as automated chemistry, was pioneered
by the pharmaceutical industry in the search
for efficient screening of their application
spaces and for the cost-effective synthesis
of new organic compounds242,243. In the
mid to late 1990s, the first automated
laboratory emerged in the field of peptide
chemistry244. Many pharmaceutical
companies, including Eli Lilly and
Company, Merck and Company and Aventis
Pharma, now use integrated automated
chemical synthesis laboratories for an
efficient, although combinatorial, search
of their application spaces in the field of
medicinal chemistry243,245,246. Compared
with traditional experimental procedures,
automated chemistry enables parallelization
of many experiments while requiring fewer
resources per experiment245. Machine-
assisted equipment also drastically reduces
the exposure of humans to hazards, such as
toxic solvents and explosives247. Therefore,
fully automated laboratories powered by
AI will be a major break through in the
approach to materials discovery.
Autonomous laboratories are expected
to expand their application spaces to
new fields, such as PVs and materials for
energy storage. To this end, flexible and
modular autonomous systems are required
to cover a broad range of chemical space
and need to facilitate multiple sets of
reactions and multivariant environments
(for example, different temperatures,
pressures and solvents)18,247,248. Several
automation strategies have emerged in
recent years, including flow chemistry249,250,
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Fig. 4 | General concept for the automated generation of retrosynthesis trees. From a promising lead for organic photovoltaics292 (left),
descriptors (depicted as fingerprints for illustrative purposes) are used as input for artificial intelligence algorithms (for example, neural networks),
which output the descriptors for molecules in the retrosynthesis tree. The sections of the molecules involved in each retrosynthetic step are
highlighted in red.
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microfluidic systems251 and nanomole-scale
batch miniaturization, for natural product
synthesis252. The reaction space typically
includes coupling reactions, such as Suzuki–
Miyaura, Stille, Heck, Sonogashira, Negishi,
Friedel–Crafts, Wittig, amination and direct
arylation reactions253–257. All these coupling
reactions can be viewed as chemical Lego,
with small building blocks being combined
in the presence of catalytic materials. A
promising automated synthesis device was
recently developed258–260. In this approach,
12 boronate-ester building blocks for
small organic molecules were synthesized,
creating an accessible chemical space for
automated synthesis that covers 75% of
polyene natural products. Recently, the
same setup was extended to 14 new classes
of small molecules, including complex
natural products containing macrocyclic or
polycyclic frameworks261. Estimates show
that about 5,000 building blocks would
be sufficient to synthesize 70–75% of the
nearly 260,000 small-molecule natural
products259. Another automated synthesis,
purification and testing platform was also
recently developed for small molecules with
biological relevance262.
The autonomous synthesis of molecules
requires the chemical reactions and
characterization of the products to be linked
through feedback loops at the hardware
level. This raises technical and theoretical
challenges at various stages. The first
challenge is the design of the hardware
assembly. Traditional reaction schemes
and characterization techniques need to be
modified and adapted from batch to flow
chemistry, which has emerged as a leading
strategy to reach automation18. The second
challenge relates to software architecture.
Automated machinery would generate
large quantities of data, which would need
to be analysed. This in turn requires long
pipelines and the development of workflow
platforms. Data would be generated by
analytical tools and would need to be stored
in a database for further optimization of the
reaction conditions. Notably, optimization
of the reactions will be done based on
the concentration of catalysts, types of
ligands, concentrations of additive salts
and types of solvents. The target of the
optimization procedure could include the
yield of the reaction, the presence of by-
products that may be toxic or contaminate
the main product, or the production cost.
Outputs from the different modules should
be made compatible with the next step
along the workflow and, importantly, the
vast number of tasks that must run in a
specific sequence. Overall, orchestration

of the aforementioned tools, at both the
hardware and software level, makes
the construction of workflows (for example,
Awesome Pipeline) challenging183.
There are also notable automated
chemistry efforts outside of organic
chemistry. Combinatorial thin-film
deposition is emerging as one such
method263. Its development dates back to
the mid-1990s264, with commercialization
by companies such as Symyx Technologies,
PVD Products, Neocera and Intermolecular
spanning a wide application space. The
systems developed by these companies can
deposit whole libraries of compositions,
starting from elemental or even
compound sources265–272. This enables
searches for individual phases, disordered
structures, solid solutions, multilayered
heterostructures, super-lattices and other
discoveries. The resulting multivariant
compositions are well suited to a variety
of characterization suites that provide
information on inherent structure (for
example, microstructure, composition,
disorder and distortions) as well as
functionality (for example, electrical,
thermal, magnetic and optical properties).
The ease of characterization also creates
an opportunity for an integrated system
that couples theory, synthesis and
characterization, but although this has been
achieved, it is not commonly implemented.
So far, the use of automated chemistry
is mostly a trial-and-error approach.
However, the community has started
exploring the next generation of machine-
assisted laboratories for materials discovery
(for example, Dial-a-Molecule), in which
automation is present at every stage of the
development process241. The approach
we propose here goes a step beyond
automation and adds AI for a more rational
discovery route that uses feedback collected
through experimental measurements and
characterization. Such an approach will
increase the productivity, reduce the cost
and enable new types of experiments26,
which are key components for innovation.
Increases in discovery rate must go
hand in hand with an equally efficient
characterization of the system.
High-throughput characterization
Efficient materials and device
characterization techniques are crucial
elements in the autonomous material
discovery approach outlined in Fig. 2. These
techniques are used for the rapid automated
characterization of chemical composition,
materials structure, physical properties and
device functionality. Characterization should

be naturally integrated with the synthetic
step, and compatible workflows with a
feedback procedure, preferably at a hardware
level, should be used. The characterization
step contains three different stages (Fig. 5).
The first, and the most common,
analytical step is to confirm that the
target chemicals and/or materials are
produced. This step usually involves mass
spectrometry, spin resonance spectroscopy
and optical spectroscopy techniques, and
it is closely connected with the materials
synthesis. For example, several analytical
techniques have been adapted to automatic
flow chemistry19. These include high-
throughput NMR spectroscopy273,274, which
enables monitoring of the reaction process
in real time261, and optical methods, such
as UV–visible, Fourier-transform infrared
(FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy, which
provide information on the structures.
Notably, on-line FTIR spectroscopy is one
of the most efficient and reliable tools for
monitoring and controlling the progress
of flow processes275,276. High-throughput,
spectrally resolved photoluminescence
scanning has recently been suggested as
a key method for the characterization
of optoelectronic materials112. However,
automatic materials discovery will still
greatly benefit from a broader set of
analytical tools for fingerprinting of the
synthesized compounds. It is also important
to diversify the autonomous platforms into
which these techniques are implemented.
Although analytical tools can be applied
to various materials independently of their
actual applications, particular chemical
reactions may be easier, for example, using
a batch rather than flow setup, despite the
advantages of flow reactions outlined in the
previous section.
The second step involves the
characterization of the physical properties,
morphologies, defects and interfaces of
the functional materials. At this step, high-
throughput techniques developed within
the Materials Genome Initiative13,14 can be
adapted in a straightforward manner. For
example, the high-throughput devices used
for measuring Seebeck coefficients277 can be
used for the optimization of thermoelectric
modules. These devices enable films to
be probed with combinatorial material
compositions. Robotic systems for probing
film properties are used in both industry
and academia. Mechanical properties of
coatings were analysed using robotic systems
at The Dow Chemical Company, where
the characterization methods included
microindentation, measurements of impact
resistance and measurement of friction
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Characterization toolkit
Optical spectroscopy:
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• raman scattering
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• optical, IR, X-ray • NMR, EPR
• SEM, TEM, STM
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Fig. 5 | High-throughput characterization of materials. Characterization techniques that operate
at several scales (upper part). Characterization has three different steps (middle part). Initial characterization focuses on verification, using analytical tools, of the synthesis of the target (step 1).
Subsequent characterization focuses on the morphology and properties of the material (step 2). Finally,
the functional performance of the device is characterized (step 3). Examples of these three stages of
characterization (lower part) include on-line IR spectroscopy275 for target material verification, a high-
throughput probe for measuring the transport properties of thermoelectric materials293 and automatic
testing of polymer solar cells integrated into a roll-to-roll processing method280. AFM, atomic force
microscopy; EPR, electron paramagnetic resonance; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; STM, scanning tunnelling microscopy; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; vis, visible. Lower left panel is
reproduced with permission from ref.275, American Chemical Society. Images in the lower middle panel
are reproduced with permission of J. Martin. Lower right panel is reproduced with permission from
ref.280, American Chemical Society.

coefficients278. The surface topography
of the films was also characterized using
white-light interferometry. An automatic
high-throughput analysis of OPV films
for electrical defects has been conducted
using infrared detection combined with an
algorithmic segmentation of PV cells and
defects279. These defects lead to short-circuit
currents, reduce the performance of the cells
and are identified by local heat dissipation.
The third and final step involves the
characterization of the functional properties
of the devices and also addresses stability
issues, for example, using accelerated
lifetime tests. This final step is probably
the most challenging in high-throughput
characterization. A functional device
typically comprises several layers that
have to be processed on top of each
other without affecting the quality of the
underlying layers. This is demanding for
any robot-based production method,
and it is most challenging for the correct
interpretation of device performance. As
device performance is integrative, recording,
for example, the efficiency of a solar cell

will not give conclusions as to whether the
semiconductor, the interface or the whole
stack performed to expectations. Testing
methods at this step are most specific for
particular applications.
High-throughput device characterization
has been implemented in the roll-to-roll
processing of organic solar cells, for which
the donor:acceptor ratio and layer thickness
parameters were screened in assembled
devices280. More recent developments
are starting to integrate high-throughput
instrumentation into synchrotron beam
lines to measure in situ the properties of
materials during synthesis or films during
drying281. High-power illumination sources
with the intensity of several hundred suns
are becoming available to rapidly test novel
materials under harsh conditions in the
laboratory. A certified 1,000 hour solar
cell test could be completed within hours
on such a setup. Further activities need to
focus not only on characterizing materials
but also on measuring properties of whole
devices, for which transient electrical
and optical spectroscopy methods are

required. Hyperspectral imaging methods
in combination with imaging analysis and
machine-learning-based image recognition
are expected to enable large numbers of
materials and devices to be screened within
a short time period and with unprecedented
precision. Automated materials discovery
will greatly benefit from all these
characterization techniques, provided that
they are integrated at both the hardware and
software levels with the other elements in the
cycle of materials discovery and innovation.
However, a generalized platform has yet to
be designed and developed.
Autonomous experimentation
To fully exploit the advances in
autonomous robotics, machine learning,
high-throughput virtual screening,
combinatorial methods and in situ or
in operando characterization, we must
close the loop in the research process.
This means that humans must partner
with autonomous research robots
to design experimental campaigns
and that the research robots perform
experiments, analyse the results, update
our understanding and then use AI
and machine learning to design new
experiments optimized to the research
goals, thus completing one experimental
loop (Fig. 6). Several groups have
demonstrated this closed-loop approach in
a range of applications, including carbon
nanotubes, Bose–Einstein condensates,
alloys, substituted functional organic
molecules, oil droplets and the search
for new chemical reactions23–26,57,282–284.
A notable example is the development
of the Autonomous Research System,
ARES23, to optimize the synthesis of carbon
nanotubes. ARES learned to grow carbon
nanotubes autonomously using automated
experimentation, in situ characterization
and machine learning for optimal
experimental design. The AI planner for
this iteration of ARES used a random forest
representation of the prior experiments
using Lockheed Martin’s Nanotechnology
Materials Data Mining, Modelling and
Management (NMD-M3) software285. The
planner provided input conditions (for
example, gas composition, temperature
and pressure) that were expected to achieve
the growth rate supplied by the human
researcher. Raman spectroscopy was
performed in situ during each experiment
to characterize and quantify the growth
rate for the experimental conditions
provided by the planner. The database was
then updated with the experimental input
conditions and the resultant growth rate.
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Fig. 6 | Autonomous experimentation procedures. Autonomous experimentation bridges computational power and robotics solutions to create a virtuous cycle. The approximation function (red)
models how a particular set of experimental conditions will perform in terms of, for example, yield and
reaction time. Once constructed, this function is used to propose the next experiment. The model is
updated and moves towards maximizing the performance of the reaction based on the predefined
conditions.

It is important to distinguish between
automated systems, which are able to
perform repetitive, pre-planned tasks with
human direction, and autonomous systems,
which are able to adapt appropriately to
new information to drive towards human-
defined goals without human intervention.
Autonomous systems have the advantage of
exploiting information from the most recent
iteration to perform optimal experimental
design of the next experiments. The gain
in experimental efficiency by avoiding
uninformative experiments and by
intentionally probing the most informative
and productive experimental conditions
leads to exponential gains in the speed of
research progress. It is also important to
distinguish the closed-loop approach from
high-throughput and/or combinatorial
methods, which lack on-the-fly adaptability.
In the future, autonomous experimentation
systems will incorporate autonomous
hypothesis generation and testing,
integrated modelling and simulation, and
data sciences to further increase the rate of
research. Indeed, in the future, there may
be a “Moore’s Law for the speed of research”
(REF.286) in which the rate of research climbs
exponentially over the next few decades.

Conclusions and outlook
Autonomous materials discovery in the
field of clean energy production powered
by AI provides a universal platform for
the emergence of novel solutions towards
a low-carbon economy. Although they are
not yet ready, fully integrated autonomous
platforms are at our fingertips, reachable in
the next 5–10 years. However, this would
require combined multidisciplinary and
multinational efforts between research
institutions, industry, private investors, and
public and governmental organizations. It is

important that the broader public is informed
and supportive of the challenges and, most
importantly, of the opportunities associated
with the revolution in energy innovation.
Furthermore, scientific information needs
to be reported and widely disseminated in a
more comprehensible form.
Advances in high-performance and low-
cost materials will be essential to power and
operate the low-carbon global economy.
For example, today’s sensor and transmitter
materials consume too much energy
to enable widespread interconnectivity
between smart devices287. Hence, improved,
low-energy semiconductor technology is
imperative to implement a scenario in which
the Internet of Things becomes a widespread
reality, with billions of devices, tools and
equipment interconnected via the Internet.
From a technical perspective, accelerated
materials innovation requires stronger
synergy between the experimental and
theoretical components of the platform.
From a theoretical point of view, the data
generation and accessibility that are necessary
for enabling robust AI algorithms are among
the greatest challenges. From an experimental
point of view, AI will support experimentalists
in their strategic goal to find materials with
specific desired properties more quickly and
more accurately. Currently, the bottleneck is
the experimental synthesis, characterization
and testing of theoretically proposed
materials. If the above approach is successfully
implemented, the bottleneck will move to AI.
We have the opportunity to enable a world
powered by sustainable energy if we leverage
technological innovation in materials science,
chemistry and computer science. In the short
term, the role of academia is to demonstrate
that autonomous workflows, integrating
high-throughput computations and
experiments, can lead to accelerated novel

materials discovery. In the long term, these
methods will be adopted by industry, and the
resulting materials will compete for successful
commercialization. The semiconductor
industry has been highly successful in
both planning, through the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors,
and following through in achieving their
outlined goals. Similar strategies should
be applied in materials discovery for clean
energy technologies in the future.
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